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CEO pay: the revenge of Labour vs. Capital?

 CEO pay has litteraly exploded over the last three decades…
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An extraordinary rise of CEO pay…

 Median CEO compensation (including stock gains) over 1936-
2010 
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Sources: Institute for Policy Studies

accompanied by an extraordinary rise in wage ratio…

 Wage ratio followed… 
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Source: Frydman, Saks. Executive Compensation: A New View from a Long-Term Perspective, 1936-2005, FED



along with an extraordinary rise in shareholder value.

 … Along with the shareholder value
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Source: Frydman, Saks. Executive Compensation: A New View from a Long-Term Perspective, 1936-2005, FED

Increase has been for the most part stock‐based

 Stocks and stock-options make up for the most part of the increase:
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Source: FTI.



Why should we care?

We might be tempted to ask: “why should we care?”g p y

 Compensation part of a private contract between shareholder and 
employee. Agreement reached is in theory optimal for both parts.

 There is a market for talent, and salaries are fixed by supply and 
demand.

 Regulation can be counterproductive, beware of the “law of 
unintended consequences”.
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Why we should care

1. Top execs compensation accounts for a significant proportion of 
firm’s shareholder value => shareholders  should care

2. Compensations induce tax => taxpayers should carep p y
3. Almost all compensation schemes are asymmetric (no downside) 

=> regulators should care
4. CEO’s decisions might be affected by compensation schemes => 

t k h ld h ldstakeholders should care
5. An ethical issue after all => citizens should care

Butut

6. Talent is a market, management skills are a rare resource to be 
allocated optimally. This market should be given means to 
f ti ti ll
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function optimally.



Today’s context

 G20 on bonuses
 3 year delay, stock-based comp, no guaranteed bonuses

 US: Dodd-Frank act
 Say on Pay, compensation committees, disclosures

 UK b t UK: bonus tax

 France: Loi de régulation bancaire et financière

 Special measures for aided firms:
 Compensation caps, “Compensation Czars”
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What does economic theory have to say?

 Four stories
 Costly incentivesy
 Efficient talent allocation
 Technological shift
 The skimming theory

 Very different stories, truth is a mix. 

 Importance of making the right diagnostic.po ta ce o a g t e g t d ag ost c
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1. The incentive story

 CEOs should have an incentive to act in the interest of the 
shareholder. 

 Agency theory: Jensen and Mekling (1976).

 A US CEO id lik b t ? Are US CEOs paid like bureaucrats?
 in the early 1980s: yes (Jensen and Murphy (1990))
 At the start of the 1990s, no longer (Hall & Liebman (1998))

 2000’s and the hyper-incentives
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Incentive failure?

 Generally held opinion: stock-options value increase with volatility, 
incentive CEOs to take risk.

 F hl b h St l (2009) h th t b k CEO b f i i Fahlenbrach, Stulz (2009) show that bank CEOs before crisis 
held on average equivalent of 10 years of compensation in their 
own stock, and that those who were more incentivized did not 
lose lesslose less
 Ambiguous role of incentives schemes in 07 crisis
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Incentives and the crisis
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Source: Fahlenbrach, Stulz - Bank CEO incentives and the credit crisis, 2009. ssrn.com.

Did incentives work?
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Source:Bebchuk, Cohen and Spamann. The Wages of Failure (2010). ssrn.com.



2. The efficient allocation story

 Talent is a market. Allocation is costly
 Rosen’s “superstars” modelp
 Gabaix and Landier (2006) paper: size matters

 Highlights the role of competition between firms – talent supply is 
t tconstant 

 But 
 Is it so much about money? What about nonmonetary s t so uc about o ey at about o o eta y

payoffs?
 Are talented CEOs most productive within large firms?
 Is the market rewarding talent – or charisma?
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Size and CEO compensation
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Source: Gabaix and Landier (2006).



3. The technological change story

 Technology changes, informational rent of some employees 
(execs but also traders) increases in value(execs but also traders) increases in value
 Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) 
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4. The skimming theory

 Bertrand and Mullinathan (2001): “Are CEOs rewarded for luck?” 
take a measure for “luck”: oil prices, and show that CEO 
compensation varies with that factor.p
 Proper incentive scheme should be able to distinguish effect 

of CEO’s efforts.

 B b h k C h d S (2010) fi d th t t ti Bebchuk, Cohen and Spamann (2010) find that top executive 
from Bear Stearns and Lehman cashed in substantial profits, 
even in bad times. 
 Compensation schemes are not really aligned on the long Co pe sat o sc e es a e ot ea y a g ed o t e o g

term interestof the shareholder

 Compensation as an alibi for oligopolistic practices
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Adjusting answers to diagnostic

 Better incentives
 3 years period
 Cf. Bebchuk

 Better disclosures
 Mandatory expensing of execs stock options 
 Dodd-Frank act disclosures

 B tt t Better corporate governance
 “Say on Pay”
 “Compensation Czars”

 Legal limitation: different effects ega tat o d e e t e ects
 Tax/Cap: Bonus tax, TARP cap, etc.
 Llense (2010): distortion may be less severe than you’d think
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Conclusions

Importance of distinguishing 2 debates
 Compensation in industrial sector firms. p

 Wage inequality more sensitive; industrial performance and 
value creation rewarded

 Solutions? Better disclosure; better corporate governance

 Compensations in finance
 often less a governance issue
 Compensations as an alibi?Co pe sat o s as a a b
 Solutions? Ensure competition between financial sector firms; 

distinguish performance from luck or from rents
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